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Embarcadero Delphi Prism 7.0.3.1.1576. It is a paid version. Oct 12, 2012 Problem: Devexpress is not installed. When i install
the DVS11.2 and it is not able to find the document properties (the fields, etc). Also the Sep 21, 2014 Can I use DevExpress for
WIN2008R2 in visual studio 2010. I can't install the latest version of DX11 in visual studio 2010. Apr 7, 2014 Is there any way

to use DX11 in VS2010. I tried to install DX11 in VS2010 but I got an error message. I try to update . Sep 19, 2014 I have a
problem with DX11 in Visual Studio 2010. I have downloaded it (version 11.2.0.0) and I have installed it with the installer. If i

run the app I get the error that says : "DXEngine cannot load due to unable to initialize the core engine". How to solve this
error? Can you help me? Sep 19, 2014 I have already installed the SDK on my VS2010. I have tried to install the last version of

DX11 but I get the error : "You can get this version of DevExpress products only in VS2010". Can you please send me some
help? Nov 8, 2014 I have one more problem to solve. I have installed DevExpressVersion11.1.5.0 and I can not use the

Enterprise version of VS 2010. If I use that version I have one error: "DXEngine is not installed or is not compatible with
Windows NT". How can I use this version? Aug 4, 2014 I have installed DevExpressVersion11.1.5.0 in Visual Studio 2010 and I

use Enterprise version of VS 2010. I run the app and I get this error message : "DXEngine is not installed or is not compatible
with Windows NT". How can I use this version? Mar 6, 2013 I have installed the version 11.1.5.0 in VS2010 with the Enterprise
version. In my App I have a message that says : "There was a problem initializing DXEngine. DXEngine is not installed or is not

compatible with Windows NT". How can I fix this problem? Nov 6, 2012 I have installed the version 11.1.5.0 in VS
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Mar 10, 2015 How do I upgrade from 10.1.6 to 11.1.2. I am new to DevExpress so I do not know what to do. Thanks in
advance. i need upgrade devexpress from 10.1.6 to 11.1.2 Aug 16, 2015 Update from 11.1.5.1 to 11.1.5.2. It's failed, thanks.
May 5, 2016 Hi, I was using DevExpress Components in my web application. While upgrading to DevExpress from 11.1.3.3 to
11.2.2, VS2010 is not giving new options. Why? May 7, 2016 DevExpress 11.1.5.3 is not compatible with DevExpress 2013. It's
show some error during installation. Can we use DevExpress 13.1 with DevExpress 11.1.5.3? If possible how to use. May 7,
2016 I am using WinForms. Some error appears while installation of DevExpress 11.1.5.3. May 8, 2016 I have this warning on
Devexpress Installation. This has nothing to do with Devexpress. May 9, 2016 I have this error message. It's nothing to do with
Devexpress. How can I fix it? May 9, 2016 Can I use DevExpress Components with another version of Devexpress, like
11.1.5.3? Please help me. May 9, 2016 My system is Windows 8. I've tried to uninstall Devexpress, reinstall it. Nothing works.
May 9, 2016 Can you recommend me DevExpress version compatible with ASP.NET? May 11, 2016 Hi, I need some help. I
need to know about some details to use DevExpress 11.1.5.3 with vs 2013 and WinForms. May 11, 2016 Can I use Devexpress
Components with other version of DevExpress? May 11, 2016 Can I use DevExpress Components with other version of
DevExpress? May 11, 2016 I have this error message when I try to install Devexpress 11.1.5.3 on my computer. The error
message is: This has nothing to do with Devexpress 54b84cb42d
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